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A treasury of top-selected cookie recipes draws on the archives of Gourmet magazine to 
represent several varieties, cultures and special occasions, from Old-Fashioned Christmas 
Butter Cookies and Date Bars to Chocolate Peppermint Bar Cookies and CTitle: The 
Gourmet Cookie BookAuthor: Not Available (NA)Publisher: Houghton Mifflin 
HarcourtPublication Date: 2010/11/02Number of Pages: 161Binding Type: 
HARDCOVERLibrary of Congress: 2010018882
For this stunning collection, the editors of Gourmet delved deep into their archives and 
selected the most delicious cookie for each year of the magazine's sixty-eight-year 
existence. After marathon testing sessions and winnowing from thousands of recipes-many 
sent in by readers-they chose an amazing array, from the almond-scented French-style 
Cajun Macaroons, from the magazine's beginnings in 1941, through Mocha Toffee Bars 
(1971), to the contemporary Glittering Lemon Sandwich Cookies. The enticing assortment 
includes:

Cookies of every type and description
, from the homey (Aunt Sis's Strawberry Tart Cookies) to the exotic (Grand Marnier-Glazed 
Pain d'Epice Cookies), including balls, bars, refrigerator cookies, drop cookies, even deep-
fried cookie confections. 

Cookies from around the world
, from Dutch Jan Hagels to Irish oatmeal sandwich cookies filled with cream and Irish 
whiskey, to Scandinavian Rosettes. 

Dozens of Christmas cookies: 
Old-Fashioned Christmas Butter Cookies,

 
star-shaped Moravian White Cookies, Chocolate Peppermint Bar Cookies. 

Printed exactly as they originally appeared in the magazine, with abundant tips and recipe 
notes from Gourmet's test kitchen, and with headnotes describing their cultural context, the 
recipes present a fascinating bite-by-bite history of how our appetites evolved.

 

 Fall into Cooking Featured Recipes from The Gourmet Cookie 
Book 
 
Click image or caption to download featured cookie recipes (PDF).
 <table> <tbody> <tr> <td> 
 Basler Brunsli (Heart-Shaped Chocolate Almond Spice Cookies)</td> <td> 
 Scandinavian Rosettes</td> <td> 
 Souvaroffs</td> </tr> </tbody> </table> 
Over the course of almost seventy years, Gourmet's editors won three coveted National 
Magazine Awards, sixteen James Beard Awards, and an Emmy Award.
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2012 Guide to Literary Agents, The Best Resource Available for Finding a Literary Agent No 
matter what you’re writing—fiction or nonfiction, books for kids or adults—you need a 
literary agent to secure a book deal. The 2012 Guide to Literary Agents is your essential 
resource for finding that literary agent—without fear of being scammed—and getting your 
book published. This new, updated edition of GLA includes: • Completely updated contact 
and submission information for literary agents who are looking for new clients • Writing and 
submission advice from more than 40 top literary agents • Informative articles on subjects 
such as writing a query letter, composing a book proposal, writing a novel synopsis, 
attending a writers conference, protecting your work, and more Includes an exclusive 60-
minute FREE WEBINAR with Chuck Sambuchino that will teach you "Everything You Need to 
Know About Agents" "The Guide to Literary Agents contains a wealth of information and 
good advice, and was crucial in my successful search for an agent. I found a great agent 
and my book has now sold in 11 territories and counting." —Richard Harvell, The Bells "The 
Guide to Literary Agents was very useful to me when I was getting started. I always 
recommend GLA to writers." —Michael Wiley, The Bad Kitty Lounge and The Last 
Striptease
�����. ... by Laura Lippman (William Morrow, 2010, 2011, 2012); The Serious Eats Guide, by 
Ed Levine (Clarkson Potter, 2012);  The Cartoon Guide to Calculus , by Larry Gonick 
(HarperCollins, 2012); Relaxation Revolution, by Herbert Benson, M.D., ..."
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